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This meeting is being organized by Prof. Elda Gaino with the 
help of numerous collaborators. The International Joint 
Meeting on Ephemeroptera and Plecoptera intends to 
update the current knowledge of these two insect groups in 
the fields of biodiversity and environment, biogeography, 
ultrastructure, physiology, systematics and taxonomy, 
phylogeny, reproduction, life histories and behavior.

Registration Fee

The estimated fee is 200 Euro. For an accompanying 
person the fee is 100 Euro. The registration fee will cover: 
(a) the conference rooms costs; (b) coffee breaks; (c) field 
trip (one-day excursion); (d) conference dinner; (e) program, 
abstract book and a copy of the proceedings; and (f) 
souvenirs.

Location

Perugia is the most important town of Umbria. It is 
located in Central Italy, about 200 km north-east of Rome 
and 150 km south of Florence, and stands on a hill at about 
500 ma.s.l.

Perugia is the center of "Italy's Green Heart", and the 
visitor will see at first glance that this is an apt description of 
Umbria. In addition to its historical sites, Umbria has 
beautiful landscapes with gentle hills, high mountains, rivers 
and lakes. In any village tourists can find vestiges of the 
past.

Perugia has its roots in the Etruscan age and is 
surrounded by smaller but equally interesting cities: Assisi, 
Todi, Spello, Spoleto, Trevi, Citta della Pieve and Gubbio to 
mention only the better known.
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Transportation

Perugia has good road and rail connections. People 
flying to the conference should arrive either (a) in Rome or 
Florence and go on to Perugia by train or by bus or (b) in 
Milan and fly to Perugia (Sant’Egidio Regional Airport). 
There are also rail and road connections from Milan. At 
present, there is no direct connection between the Rome 
and Perugia airports.

Accommodations

Perugia is a tourist town and offers various kinds of 
accommodations: there are hotels, pensions, camping sites 
(10km from Perugia), youth hostels and a lodge reserved for 
University researchers (only a few rooms available).

Guests

For accompanying persons, Perugia offers many 
sightseeing opportunities: museums, palaces, churches, 
medieval and archaeological sites, etc. Guided tours will be 
arranged.

Post Conference Tours

A form will be sent to the participants with some 
options on visits to the main Italian towns(e.g. Rome, 
Florence, Venice).

Proceedings

The Proceedings will be published in a special 
volume of the Rivista di Idrobiologia, University of Perugia.
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Field Trip

The field trip will be organized to allow people to 
collect specimens along one of the many streams of the 
region.

Preregistration

A preregistration form is available online at http:// 
olympus.unipg.it/maystone. People who have no email 
address will receive the first announcement by mail.

Preregistration forms must be returned by February, 
to the following address: 2001 International Joint Meeting, 
Dipartimento di Biologia Animate ed Ecologia, via Elce di 
Sotto, 06123, Perugia (Italy). Or you may fax it to ++39 075 
5855733 or email it to maystone@unipg.it.

Second Announcement

Second announcement and call for abstracts will be 
sent by September 2000.
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